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he then released infinite, which contains some big name diss tracks such as the slim
shady diss of 2pac and biggie smalls. he was able to use biggies death to fuel his
hatred and hatred towards the west coast and his past. with this song, eminem is
taking a step away from his hip hop roots to go in a more rock and roll style. sill

anyone can think that this is the only style of eminem is known for. the first part of the
song is samples from the classic rock band the clash. it opens with a sample from the
group the clash. it was song rock the casbah which was released in 1975. the sample
kicks in after he gives you that there is no doubt he is going to kick your ass from the
moment he picks up that mic. he starts the song with a smooth beat and he starts up
with these words, “once again, it was one of those days where it seems everytime i

turn around, i gotta shake em’ down.” he goes on to say, “that i feel something that i
never did before, i feel’ like something is wrong.” dope track, he can also go in these
hard-hitting, rape-you-until-you-comply subject matter, and then the music takes you

on a nice relaxing ride. the beats are heavy, and overall, the track is just what we have
expected. if you take the time to listen to this track, you will hear everything, and

more when you do hear this song. just make sure you enjoy listening to his music, and
not listening to his everyday man talk. get some while it is free, follow-up with the likes

of these songs, a few downloads you will receive will be worth the time you put in.
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as you can tell from
the title of this article,
i will be doing an in-
depth review of the

album eminem
encore. since many of
you do not have the

album, i will be
explaining it to you
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like you do not have
it. the album has

some very deep and
lyrically rich cuts from

em. this album is a
milestone for eminem,
as it is the first of his

albums that he did not
produce himself. it

was produced by dr.
dre, kanye west, justin
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timberlake and
eminem. this album is

very personal and
even more so than his
debut. this is the most
personal album he has

ever released. the
production is a much
darker and heavier
sound than his first
record. there are
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many deep and
emotional songs,

many political and
even a song about a
dead baby. you can
download the album
on itunes, amazon
and google play.

itunes is available for
purchase for $ 10.99.
as you can see there
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is no free listening
option, but you can
download the songs

and listen to them on
your computer. you

can also rent the
songs for $ 1. this is
the easiest way to
listen to the album.

encore/curtains
down01 “encore” 02
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“we as americans”
(bonus track)03 “evil
deeds”04 “love you

more” (bonus track)05
“ricky ticky toc”
(bonus track)06

“yellow brick road”07
“like toy soldiers”08
“mosh”09 “puke”10
“my first single”11
“rain man”12 “em
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calls paul” (skit)13
“just lose it”14 “ass
like that” (feat. obie
trice, stat quo & 50

cent)15 “spend some
time” (feat. obie trice,
stat quo & 50 cent)16

“mockingbird”17
“crazy in love”18 “one

shot 2 shot” (feat.
d12)19 “final thought”
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(skit)20
“encore/curtains

down” (feat. dr. dre &
50 cent) 5ec8ef588b
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